88 mazda rx7

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Generally
scorned by the public, the RX-7 of this era is prized among rotary engine enthusiasts for its
performance potential and features. After a successful seven-year run for the first generation
body style, the Mazda RX-7 was due for a refresh. The new design mocked the popular Porsche
, but it carried the best technology Mazda could bring to its halo sports car. The new shape
offered a drag coefficient of just. Where the first generation carried a traditional solid rear axle
with standard drum brakes, the second generation RX-7 offered true independent rear
suspension with disc brakes on all four corners. The engine in the second generation Mazda
RX-7 was the same 13B rotary that had been introduced in , but power output was raised to hp,
and an optional turbocharged model enjoyed hp from the tiny 1. The Turbo II, as it was called,
also enjoyed larger front brakes. Transmission options included a five-speed manual or a
four-speed automatic. The RX-7 received no notable changes for except for optional anti-lock
brakes. All convertibles came with the non-turbo engine and a five-speed manual transmission.
Mazda also produced a 10th Anniversary edition RX-7 this year with the turbo engine and
special white-on-white exterior over a black leather interior. Gold badges indicate the 10AE
status. The packages were carried over into unchanged except for the 10AE model. Late in the
model year, some mid-year changes boosted base horsepower to and turbo horsepower to This
earned the GTU a lighter curb weight, but not much else. These changes were carried on in the
and model years. With most of the performance in a much more attractive package, the Miata
stole the show. So for the model year, Mazda brought out an entirely new RX-7 that was a
complete game-changer. Most second generation Mazda RX-7 collectors tent to seek out
convertible models, while those with a particular bent towards performance usually prefer the
turbo editions. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in
this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is
the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you
would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model
Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. It
featured a 12A carbureted rotary engine as well as the option for a 13B with electronic fuel
injection in later years. This was powered by the 13B rotary engine, offered in naturally
aspirated or turbocharged forms. This featured a sequentially turbocharged 13B REW engine.
More than , were manufactured over its lifetime. The series 1 produced from â€” is commonly
referred to as the "SA22C" from the first alphanumerics of the vehicle identification number.
Mazda's internal project number for what was to become the RX-7 was X The advantage the
RX-7 had was its minimal size and weight, and the compact rotary engine installed behind the
front axle, which helped balance the front and rear weight distribution, and provide a low center
of gravity. In Japan, sales were enhanced by the fact that the RX-7 complied with Japanese
Government dimension regulations , and Japanese buyers were not liable for yearly taxes for
driving a larger car. In May , Mazda introduced a limited production run of special North
American models known as the Leathersport Models. This package was essentially an uprated
GS model with added LS badges on each B-pillar, special stripes on the exterior, and LS-only
gold anodized wheels with polished outer face and wheel rim. Other GS options such as
cassette tape deck, splash guards, padded center console arm rest and others could be added
by the dealer. No official production records are known to exist or to have been released. The
Series 2, referred to as the FB produced from â€” , had integrated plastic-covered bumpers,
wide black rubber body side moldings, wraparound taillights and updated engine control
components. The GSL package provided optional four-wheel disc brakes, front ventilated
Australian model and clutch-type rear limited slip differential LSD. The license-plate surround
looks much like Buhrer's "Styling Impressions". European market cars also received four-wheel
disc brakes as standard. The Series 3 produced â€” featured an updated lower front fascia.
North American models received a different instrument cluster. GSL-SE models had much the
same options as the GSL clutch-type rear LSD and rear disc brakes , but the brake rotors were
larger, allowing Mazda to use the more common lug nuts versus bolts , and a new bolt pattern
of 4x Also, they had upgraded suspension with stiffer springs and shocks. The external oil
cooler was reintroduced, after being dropped in the model-year for the controversial "beehive"
water-oil heat exchanger. This was the last of the series and brought out in limited numbers.
The Finale featured power options and a brass plaque mentioning the number the car was as
well as "Last of a legend" on the plaque. The handling and acceleration of the car were noted to
be of a high caliber for its day. It was the lightest generation of the RX-7 ever produced.
Because of the smoothness inherent in the Wankel rotary engine, little vibration or harshness
was experienced at high engine speeds, so a buzzer was fitted to the tachometer to warn the
driver when the 7, rpm redline was approaching. The 12A engine has a long thin shaped
combustion chamber, having a large surface area in relation to its volume. Therefore,

combustion is cool, giving few oxides of nitrogen. However, the combustion is also incomplete,
so there are large amounts of partly burned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. The exhaust is
hot enough for combustion of these to continue into the exhaust. An engine driven pump
supplies air into the exhaust to complete the burn of these chemicals. This is done in the
"thermal reactor" chamber where the exhaust manifold would normally be on a conventional
engine. Under certain conditions, the pump injects air into the thermal reactor and at other
times air is pumped through injectors into the exhaust ports. Options and models varied from
country to country. The gauge layout and interior styling in the Series 3 was only changed for
the North American models. Sales of the first generation RX-7 were strong, with a total of , cars
produced; , nearly eighty percent were sold in the United States alone. It was introduced in
September Both rotor vanes of the turbine were remodelled and made smaller, and the turbine
had a twenty percent higher speed than a turbo intended for a conventional engine. The Series 5
â€” featured updated styling and better engine management, as well as lighter rotors and a
higher compression ratio 9. This strategy was chosen after Uchiyama and others on the design
team spent time in the United States studying owners of the earlier RX-7s and other sports cars
popular in the American market. The Porsche was selling particularly well at the time and
provided clues as to what sports-car enthusiasts might find compelling in future RX-7 styling
and equipment. While the SA22 was a purer sports car, the FC tended toward the softer
sport-tourer trends of its day, sharing some similarities with the HB series Cosmo. Handling
was much improved, with less of the oversteer tendencies of the SA The rear end design was
vastly improved from the SA22's live rear axle to a more modern, Independent Rear Suspension
rear axle. Steering was more precise, with rack and pinion steering replacing the old
recirculating ball steering of the SA The revised independent rear suspension incorporated
special toe control hubs which were capable of introducing a limited degree of passive rear
steering under cornering loads. The DTSS worked by allowing a slight amount of toe-out under
normal driving conditions but induced slight toe-in under heavier cornering loads at around 0.
The system changed damping characteristics according to the road and driving conditions. The
system compensated for camber changes and provided anti-dive and anti-squat effects. The
Turbo II model uses a turbocharger with a twin scroll design. The smaller primary chamber is
engineered to cancel the turbo lag at low engine speeds. The Turbo II also has an air-to-air
intercooler which has a dedicated intake on the hood. The intake is slightly offset toward the left
side of the hood. In the Japanese market, only the turbocharged engine was available; the
naturally-aspirated version was only available for export models. This can be attributed to
insurance companies in many Western nations penalising turbocharged cars thus restricting
potential sales. Shortly after the discontinuance of the second generation of the RX-7 in , an
outright horsepower "arms race" broke out between sports car manufacturers, with higher and
higher levels of power output required to meet buyer demands. This rising horsepower
phenomena arose from the US CAFE standards remaining stable while engine technologies
marched forward rapidly. Mazda sold 86, RX-7s in the US alone in , its first model year, with
sales peaking in Australian Motors Mazda introduced a limited run of 'Sports' model Series 4
RX-7s; each with no power steering, power windows or rear wiper as an attempt to reduce the
weight of the car. In Japan, a limited edition of the FC called Infini was available with production
limited to only cars for each year. Some special noted features for all Infini series are: infini logo
on the rear, upgraded suspension, upgraded ECU, higher power output of the engine, lightened
weight, inch BBS aluminum alloy wheels, Infini logo steering wheel, aero bumper kits, bronze
colored window glass, floor bar on the passenger side, aluminum bonnet with scoop, flare, and
holder. The car was thought as the pinnacle of the RX-7 series until the introduction of the FD.
The Infini IV came with other special items such as black bucket seats, inch BBS wheels, Knee
pads, and all the other items mentioned before. There are differing years for the Infini, which
denoted the series. Mazda introduced a convertible version of the RX-7 in with a naturally
aspirated engineâ€”introduced to the US market with ads featuring actor James Garner , at the
time featured in many Mazda television advertisements. The convertible featured a removable
rigid section over the passengers and a folding fabric rear section with heatable rear glass
window. Power operated, lowering the top required unlatching two header catches, power
lowering the top, exiting the car or reaching over to the right side latch , and folding down the
rigid section manually. Mazda introduced with the convertible the first integral windblocker, a
rigid panel that folded up from behind the passenger seats to block unwanted drafts from
reaching the passengersâ€”thereby extending the driving season for the car with the top
retracted. The convertible assembly was precisely engineered and manufactured, and dropped
into the ready body assembly as a complete unitâ€”a first in convertible production. Several car
magazines at the time lauded the convertible. Production ceased in after Mazda marketed a
limited run of examples for for the domestic market only. In Japan, the United Kingdom, and

other regions outside the US, a turbocharged version of the convertible was available.
Production was limited to 1, units. The 10th Anniversary RX-7 features a Crystal White paint
code UC monochromatic paint scheme with matching white body side mouldings, tail light
housings, mirrors and inch alloy seven-spoke wheels. There were two "series" of 10th
Anniversary models, with essentially a VIN-split running production change between the two.
The most notable difference between the series can be found on the exterior- the earlier "Series
I" cars had a black "Mazda" logo decal on the front bumper cover, whereas most if not all
"Series II" cars did not have the decal. Another distinctive exterior feature is the bright gold
rotor-shaped 10th Anniversary Edition badge on the front fenders yellow-gold on the Series II
cars. A distinctive 10th Anniversary package feature is the all black leather interior code D7 ,
which included not just the seats, but the door panel inserts as well and a leather-wrapped
MOMO steering wheel with 10th Anniversary Edition embossed horn button and MOMO leather
shift knob with integrated boot. All exterior glass is bronze tinted specific in North America to
only the 10th Anniversary , and the windshield was equipped with the embedded secondary
antenna also found on some other select models with the upgraded stereo packages. Other 10th
Anniversary Edition specific items were headlight washers the only RX-7 in the US market that
got this feature , glass breakage detectors added to the factory alarm system, 10th Anniversary
Edition logoed floor mats, 10th Anniversary Edition embroidered front hood protector and
accompanying front end mask or "bra" , and an aluminum under pan. This allowed quicker
acceleration from the nonâ€”turbo-powered 13B. Mazda built a rumored cars in There have not
been of these models found and registered. It is the only model with turbo ID tags and a non
turbo vin. In Japan, sales were affected by this series' non-compliance with Japanese
dimension regulations and Japanese buyers paid annual taxes for the car's non-compliant
width. As the RX-7 was now considered an upper-level luxury sports car due to the increased
width dimensions, Mazda also offered two smaller offerings, the Eunos Roadster , and the
Eunos Presso hatchback. The sequential twin turbocharging system, introduced in , was
extremely complex and was developed with the aid of Hitachi. Under high speed driving
conditions, the changeover process produced a significant increase in power output and forced
technical drivers to adjust their driving style to anticipate and mitigate any over-steer during
cornering. A "three times more efficient" intercooler, a new exhaust, and a modified ECU were
also included. A later special version, the Bathurst R , was introduced in to commemorate this
victory in Japan only. In the United Kingdom, for , customers were offered only one version of
the FD, which was based on a combination of the US touring and the base model. In , for a car
that had suffered from slow sales when it was officially sold, with a surge of interest and the
benefit of a newly introduced SVA scheme, the FD would become so popular that there were
more parallel and grey imported models brought into the country than Mazda UK had ever
imported. The Type RS version also sported a 4. The gearbox was also modified, 5th gear was
made longer to reduce cruising rpm and improve fuel efficiency. It also featured gun-metal
colored BBS wheels and a red racing themed interior. An improved ABS system worked by
braking differently on each wheel, allowing the car better turning during braking. The effective
result made for safer driving for the average buyer. Easily the most collectible of all the RX-7s
was the last model limited to 1, units. Dubbed the " Spirit R ", they combined all the extra
features Mazda had used on previous limited-run specials with new exclusive features like
cross-drilled brake rotors. Mazda's press release said "The Type-A Spirit R model is the ultimate
RX-7, boasting the most outstanding driving performance in its history. In that issue, Playboy
declared the RX-7 to be the better of the two cars. It went on to win Playboy's Car of the Year for
Handling in the FD was regarded as world-class, and it is still regarded as being one of the
finest handling and the best balanced cars of all time. Racing versions of the first-generation
RX-7 were entered at the prestigious 24 hours of Le Mans endurance race. The first outing for
the car, equipped with a 13B engine, failed by less than one second to qualify in The next year, a
12A -equipped RX-7 not only qualified, it placed 21st overall. That same car did not finish in ,
along with two more 13B cars. Those two cars were back for , with one 14th-place finish and
another DNF. The car continued winning, claiming the GTU championship seven years in a row.
The car was a '93 Mazda RX-7 street car with only bolt-on accessories. At season end Pettit had
pointsâ€”63 points more than the second place team. This same car finished the Daytona Rolex
hour race four times. The RX-7 also fared well at the Spa 24 Hours race. Mazda had turned the
tables on BMW , who had beaten Mazda's Familia Rotary to the podium eleven years earlier at
the same event. Canadian born Australian touring car driver Allan Moffat was instrumental in
bringing Mazda into the Australian touring car scene which ran to Group C regulations unique
to Australia. Over a four-year span beginning in , Moffat took the Mazda RX-7 to victory in the
Australian Touring Car Championship , as well as a trio of Bathurst podiums, in 3rd with Derek
Bell , second with Yoshimi Katayama and third with former motorcycle champion Gregg

Hansford. Australia's adoption of international Group A regulations, combined with Mazda's
reluctance to homologate a Group A RX-7 meaning that a base number of 5, had to be built, plus
another "evolution" models , ended Mazda's active participation in Australian touring car racing
at the end of the season. Plans had been in place to replace the RX-7 with a Mazda , but testing
by Allan Moffat in late had indicated that the car would be uncompetitive and Mazda abandoned
plans to race in Group A. Group B received much of the focus for the first part of the s, but
Mazda did manage to place third at the Acropolis Rally , and when the Group B was folded, its
Group A -based replacement, the 4WD claimed the victory at Swedish Rally in both and Mazda
has made several references to a revival of the RX-7 in various forms over the years since the
RX-8 was discontinued. A production-ready concept could have followed suit by , marking 50
years since the revealing of Mazda's first rotary-powered sports car, the Cosmo. From
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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They got back on my offer
and tried to make my car buying easy they were nice can't say nothing but good things. Terrible
at responding to emails. I called to ask about a truck I was interested in and the person said "it
was sold" and hung up on me. Very dissatisfied and never going there again. He was willing to
make a special trip in a Sunday to allow a test drive of any vehicle Derek was a pleasure to deal
with. I did buy the car it was exactly as represented and priced fairly. Dennis was great to talk to
and do business with,we made a deal on the car and he is now helping me to find transportation
of it from Florida to my house in Massachusetts. What a smooth deal between Toofic and my
husband and myself. Normally, buying a car is something I completely hate. But we were in and
out of there with in 45 minutes. They were fair on my trade in as well. And I look like a sexy
beast driving it! Rapid response, greated me at the dealership, oolite and friendly. Answered all
my questions, accurate discretion and most importantly, no pressure. A pleasure to deal with.
Highly recommended. I talked to a woman there about the red Dodge pickup short box half ton
with canopy four-wheel drive with 53, mi on it made an offer she wouldn't even call me back.
Great communication through the process. Nevi was great to work with. Bought a great car over
the internet for my daughter who lived nearby Very helpful. They sent an automated response to
me immediately, but nothing after that. I believe the car sold within a matter of days as it is a
highly sought after vehicle presently. Friendly and answered questions promptly and
courteously. Only downside was he was not willing to negotiate on price but that is not a
negative, just disappointing for me personally :. He gave great insite information. Sad that even
the car only had 18, miles. The age of the car was a factor for no financial help by the banks. Not
a smart way to conduct good business. It's a bad guideline, year , older vehicles in prestin
condition are in better stance than the newer ones. Nothing special. They responded but did not
have a good grasp on the t-bird. I would have liked to see more in-depth pictures and a data
plate. I will probably look elsewhere. Nice contact back and quickly answered my questions.

Very professional and tools the extra steps to get the I formation I needed. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Manny. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller:
Angel. Springfield, MA Message Seller. Why Use CarGurus? Mazda dealers in Atlanta GA. Mazda
dealers in Chicago IL. Mazda dealers in Dallas TX. Mazda dealers in Houston TX. Mazda dealers
in Los Angeles CA. Mazda dealers in Miami FL. Mazda dealers in New York NY. Mazda dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Mazda dealers in Washington DC. The Mazda RX-7 has plenty of power and
even more style. My wife drives this car and it is definitely a head turner. Everywhere she goes
people comment on how much they like this car. This car is now officially a classic. It rides
smooth and is comfortable on long trips. Pros: Great Fuel economy, fun to drive, comfortable
seats, lots of get up and go power. Manual Transmission and convertible top. Cons: This car is
a bit high maintenance, mostly due to its age. It is very hard to find a mechanic who truly knows
how to fix it right. Very limited leg room. Who Needs A Porsche? I was the proud owner of a
Mazda RX-7 in blah-white paint for several years. My nephew now owns the car. At roughly ,
miles the Apex seals went out. They typically need replacing every , miles but I got really lucky. I
was pricing whole engines at this point, due to the extremely high mileage, and noticed that
rebuilt units cost more than I had paid for the car! The engine swap took about 8 hours under an
oak tree in my dad's yard and it was back up and running. I then decided to rebuild the original
engine as a spare, which I took my time with. It only took me about 2 to 3 hours every other day
over four weeks. Up to this point I had never worked on a rotary engine, or even even seen one
outside of the car in person, but it was the easiest rebuild I'd ever done. Why do I mention all
this? This is the only thing I had to do to the car besides basic maintenance and an alternator.
Everything on the RX-7 seemed to be made of superior grade materials. I have dealt with
Porsches in my time and this car had similar looks to the , but outperformed it in nearly every
way except the hood badge. The lightweight construction without feeling cheap, power to spare,
and the ability turn on a dime or drift through an empty Wal-mart parking lot at three am are
unsurpassed. The brakes on the RX-7 were the best I've ever experienced. I think they were
actually designed to check if the inertia seatbelts were working properly My RX-7 was the first
car I ever beat the crap out of on a daily basis and it kept coming back for more every time.
Ironically, the Apex seals went on a lazy Sunday evening drive while my daughter and I were
coming back home from dinner at her grandparents. Even popping and coughing and barfing
oil, it still made it home. As I said, it became my nephew's first car, He loves it's looks, respects
it's history, and fears it's power! He drives it like a grandma in a Dodge Omni. Pros: Speed,
power cornering reliability uniqueness. My Baby â€” This is my first car and I knew I had to have
one. Rotary is what I love. The power is pretty good and handles good. If you treat the car right
it will last a long time. Ihave k miles and am still going. Just maintain the car and let it warm up
befoe driving it. I am happy with the car. Buy One â€” Gets up and goes even though it was a
non turbo, handled like a go-cart on steroids. Awsome Car. Extremely fun to drive and handles
amazingly well even in stock form. The interior has a neat cockpit feel to it and keeps you in
place nicely. Gas mileage isnt the greatest but its a sports car so that is the least worry. The
only downfall is maintenance can be a slight pain especially if you dont run the car to the
redline enough as it will foul the plugs and build up a lot of carbon in the engine. Like all Rx7's
the cost of parts are higher and your not likely to be able to find a someone else to work on it
for you, find by me. Both of mine handled really well and have good brakes for stock. Pros:
looks Good, goes fast handles well, its a 2 rotor. Awesome â€” the car is so freaking awesome i
love the way it handles the way it boost the way it looks the way it feels when you drive it the
noise it makes as you rev it to the red line i even like the way it smells. Its Awesome! I am gonig
to add a bodykit, rims, change the performance parts to it as well. I also will change the interior
to make it look brande new YEAH! Epic On All Levels. Pros: Its awesome, its a Mazda, and its a
Rotary. Cons: make sure you buy one with an interior Really, really fantastic. It performs like
cars costing exponentially more. Naturally, it is flawed. RX-7s tend to catch fire. A lot. Fuel
pulsation damper is usually the culprit but if you fix that something else will ignite eventually.
Cons: Interior build quality, fuel economy, propensity to catch fire. A great ride. Last batch of
the production line, the spirit r is the best ever rx-7 of all time. The classic is also included in
various racing video games at a good price. Read More. When the second turbo hits its like a

kick in the back of the head. Good handling likes to get the tail out a fair bit. Appearence is
awsome looks like sex on wheels!!!! It would be the most fun car i It's mine. I wouldn't swap it
for anything. And the mods have only just begun! Twin turbo 13b, abs, lsd, power windows, air
cond, power mirrors etc etc Read More. Performance- Moderate acceleration. Braking is okay.
Build quality- No repairs or strange noises. Cost of Own Had 2 of them at one time Great fun to
own Later vesion of the 1. However the CarGurus has 28 nationwide RX-7 listings and the tools
to find you a great deal. Have you driven a Mazda RX-7? Rank This Car. User Reviews.
Displaying 1 - 10 of Mazda RX-7 10 reviews. Back Seats:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Tylander
writes:. SinjinRx7 writes:. Cargo Capacity:. Cons: Fuel economy, Ca Smog hard to pass. Rob
writes:. Pros: Everything. Cons: Nothing. Jake writes:. Pros: Handles Well and is super fun to
drive. Cons: Maintenance is a pain. Edward writes:. Is this review helpful? Jonathan writes:.
Pros: awesome car. Cons: none. Joey writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Its a
perfect drifting machine. Cons: none whatsoever. Cody writes:. Cameron writes:. Pros:
Performance. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Mazda RX-7 reviews. Read all 3 Mazda RX-7
reviews. Cars compared to Mazda RX Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Select Year Pros:
Everything Cons: Nothing 3 of 6 people found this review helpful. Pros: Handles Well and is
super fun to drive Cons: Maintenance is a pain 3 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros:
awesome car Cons: none 2 of 4 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: Its a perfect drifting machine Cons: none whatsoever 0 of 4 people found this review
helpful. Pros: Performance Cons: Interior build quality, fuel economy, propensity to catch fire 6
of 6 people found this review helpful. This above shows the schematics for the fuel delivery
system. The fuel is picked up from the gas tank by an electric pump. It is delivered to the two
primary fuel injectors fed from primary fuel rail and two secondary fuel injectors fed from
secondary fuel rail under a constant pressure differential relative to manifold pressure by
means of a fuel pressure regulator. Any excess fuel not injected into the intake is brought back
to the tank via a fuel return line. A pulsation damper is mounted on one of the two fuel rails to
dampen pressure variations due to the rapid opening and closing of the injectors. The charcoal
canister and check-and-cut valve make up the evaporative emission control system which is
part of the broader emissions control system. This above shows the electrical schematics for
the fuel pump. The fuel pump is energized when the circuit opening relay's switch is in closed
position. When the AFM is not operating engine not running , this BR wire is not grounded and
the fuel pump is not energized unless the fuel pump circuit terminal yellow connector is shorted
with a jumper wire. Having the fuel pump disabled when the engine is not running is a safety
measure. This guarantees that the fuel supply is cut immediately when the engine is shut off
whether it is intentional or not. The fuel pump circuit terminal yellow connector enables priming
and testing of the fuel system without the engine running. The fuel pump is not on when the
ignition switch is at the ON position. The fuel pump keeps on ticking if the car is actually started
air flows through the AFM. Interesting tidbit: on a turbo , the actual voltage at the fuel pump is
either the full voltage or a lower one. This is controlled by the "fuel pump relay and resistor"
relay. By controlling the relay activation and therefore the bypassing of the resistor, the ECU
can make the fuel pump operate either at full voltage or at a lower set voltage to improve fuel
economy. There is no such relay on the non turbo model. The FPR is a diaphragm operated
pressure valve. The FPR maintains a constant pressure differential between fuel system
pressure and intake manifold pressure. When intake manifold pressure is low high vacuum ,
fuel pressure is low. When intake manifold pressure is high low vacuum , fuel pressure is high.
This constant differential guarantees that, for a given pulse to the injectors, the volume of fuel
dispensed at the injectors remains constant. In other words, the volume of fuel injected does
not depend on engine load for a given pulse. Intake manifold vacuum is routed through a
pressure regulator control solenoid valve. This solenoid valve is located to the right of the
switching solenoid valve see secondary air injection control system under emssions control
system and behaves similarly. When not energized, it conducts intake vacuum. When energized,
it vents to the atmosphere the FPR. The pressure regulator control solenoid valve is energized
only during a hot start condition. When the FPR is vented to the atmosphere intake manifold
pressure is maximum , the fuel pressure is raised to its upper limit maximum fuel pressure. At
idle, the fuel pressure should be about When the FPR is vented to the atmosphere, the fuel
pressure should be between With engine off, ignition key to the on position, and yellow
connector jumped, the fuel pressure should be between Because the injectors operate on a
pulse, they open and close very rapidly. This may cause undesirable fluctuations in the fuel
pressure. The pulsation damper smoothens these fluctuations. This above shows the internals
of a generic pulsation damper. On a mazda rx-7 , the pulsation damper may fail and cause fuel
to spill onto the engine, creating a fire hazard. It cannot be stressed enough that pulsation
dampers should be checked periodically for leakage. Fuel injectors are turned on and off with a

pulse signal. The longer the pulse, the longer the injector stays open and the more fuel is
injected. The injection duration pulse width depends upon air mass entering the engine and
sensor inputs. The secondary injectors are active only when the rpm are above 3, and the
engine is under heavy load heavy acceleration or high speed cruising. Disconnecting the boost
sensor makes the ECU think the intake manifold vacuum is very low zero which simulates an
heavy load condition. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All
available coupons will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year
APR Performance. Carbon Creations. Extreme Dimensions. Spyder Auto. Extreme Dimensions
Wind Splitters - Rods. Duraflex Wind Splitters - Fiberglass. Previous 1 2 Next. Not able to find
what you are looking for? Wind splitters can offer you that edge you need to beat the
competition, be it through faster lap times or simply by accruing more style points. Wind
splitters are different than canards in that they attach to the underside of your front bumper
rather than on the sides. Wind splitters are usually made of either fiberglass or carbon fiber,
although aluminum versions are also sometimes available depending on the manufacturer and
application. Q: How do you install a wind splitter? A: They are normally adhered to your factory
front bumper using rods, which are normally sold separately on our site. Q: What is a wind
splitter? Why buy one? A: According to APR Performance, "A Wind Splitter is a product you
add to the bottom of your front bumper that is designed to decrease front end lift and exert
downforce. By creating a high pressure area on top of the wind splitter, high pressure air flow is
restricted to flow underneath a car. With low pressure below the car, the effect of lift is reduced
and a driver can gain from the extra traction and control. These days, there are some really
great-looking splitters available. Some are made of carbon, some are made
honda schematics
honda crv compressor
audi a6 wiki
to be painted to match your vehicle color. So these days you get your downforce in style! Q:
Are wind splitters made specifically to fit my car? A: Not all of them. Many we sell are universal,
and some are car specific. Check the 'fits on' listing right next to the product as shown on our
website to see if it is universal or car specific. Either way, it can still have the same impact. Q:
Do splitters include the bumper? A: No, products listed as splitters do not include the bumper,
although some of the bumpers we offer do have splitters built into them. Filter Your Results.
Wind Splitters APR Performance 4. Carbon Creations 5. Extreme Dimensions 4. Spyder Auto 1.
Carbon Fiber 5. Duraflex 3. Choose Your Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns
Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's
Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price
Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up.

